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Kipper’s
Komments
Welcome to the Summer Edition of Chain Link
It has been yet again a busy time for BAM, with lots of new
associates, successful test passes and new observer passes
so welcome and well done to you all.
There have also been lots going on within the group with ride outs galore and all the weekend
trips away to the Lake District and more recently Dorset in addition to all the club rides. Thank
you to everyone that organised or attended these as a great way to keep meeting other BAM
members and of course practising those skills! Ride outs are getting more and more popular so
if you fancy having a go leading or helping on a ride out contact our rides leader.
Hope you enjoy the chain link magazine and take a good look at all the articles and the up and
coming events over the next few months, these should be fun and we are always looking for
helpers to pop along and show your support and let others know about the advanced rider
course and the social side of BAM.
Once again thank you to all green team members for your continuing help/support at Super
Sunday and the social evenings, which allows BAM to keep evolving.
Don't forget to enjoy this wonderful weather but remember........
Keep it rubber side down.
Many Thanks

Martyn
S.M.A.K
I’ll be back for breakfast.
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It has been a great turnout over the last few Super Sundays.
Our previous record of Newbies of 11 was exceeded for two
months in a row. Whilst we train up 50-60 associates a year
this is still a drop in the bucket for the population we cover
in the Greater Bristol area.
There are 100’s if not 1000’s of bikers out there
that we need to reach. It really is something that
so many BAM bikers give up their free time to
help pass on the skills necessary for competent
biking in the modern era. The same goes for the
other IAM Groups and the RoSPA guys, this is not a
competition.
In my view training up bikers to skill levels well beyond the DSA test is the ONLY way to reduce
that dreadful ratio. 20% circa of deaths on our roads are motorcyclists whilst representing only
about 1% of the traffic. We are very vulnerable on our bikes as we don’t have all the tin box
(car) protection we enjoy whilst driving. This also means 80% of road deaths are NOT
motorcyclists.
We base our training on the Police System of Motorcycle control which has been developed
over many years. It is NOT rocket science and you don’t have to spend weeks, as the Police do,
to achieve a high level of understanding and application of its sound principles. Believe me it
would not have been developed by the Police if it did!!
We have one of the largest National collective of volunteers provided by the GROUP system
under the umbrella organisation of IAM and its branding of IAM RoadSmart. Whilst we get some
recognition by most insurance companies why is there not a National recognised scheme to
ensure bikers get trained up in line with the risk factors? There is no way the DSA could provide
such a scheme. They simply don’t have the infrastructure or mind set, I’ve been there as an
RPMT instructor.
I know those who don’t ride simply don’t understand why we like motorcycling. Well, apart
from many other factors, it is exhilarating and offers more than simply getting from A to B. The
journey becomes enjoyable again. With the necessary skills, you can have a SAFE progressive,
not aggressive, journey by taking opportunities to get past slow drivers, lorries, tractors etc.
Most of these opportunities are not available to cars and even less to the skill levels of many
drivers. You get a better view of the Countryside and embrace its smells! You are in the
environment not shielded from it.
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My wife and I recently travelled on the bike down to Dorset. The journey there and back was
thoroughly enjoyable, as was the ride around Dorset. The journey in a car is simply not the
same. If you haven’t tried it then please don’t knock it. Try it? I’m sure there are, like me, those
of our gang who would gladly take you for a ride as a pillion? People are even willing to buy
that experience! Maybe an idea for a BAM event??
I’m fully aware that there are many dreadful motorcyclists out there, the ones that will make up
tomorrow’s 20%. They are riding headlong into their own graves. Sober thought and one that
spurs us on in BAM to reach them before the worse happens.
On that sad note I wish you all happy and safe riding on your bike over this summer period and
beyond.

Billy
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The first Sunday of every month, except January, a wide variety of bikes and bikers meet up in
Kingswood, all with the same intent – to get the most from their biking.

There are the first timers
who come along to go out on an assessed ride. This
is free and carried out by a team of trained volunteer observers. This is a
great way to find out if you could get more from your riding by signing up to complete the
Advanced Rider Training course. This course will improve your biking skills and the safety of you
and other road users.

Once you have enrolled, you are known as an Associate.
Associates are allocated an Observer to take them through their training, additionally at Super
Sundays all Associates will get the chance to meet the Examiner, attend a class room session on
bike techniques or ride with a different Observer for a cross check of your progress. The last
Super Sunday you need to attend is when you get presented with your IAM Certificate!
BRISTOL ADVANCED MOTORCYCLISTS
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But this is just the beginning. Bristol Advanced
Motorcyclist is a club with an active calendar of social events, talks, ride outs and
trips away. It is also the route for further training if you’d like to learn how to pass on your
newly acquired skills to others.
Who?
Whether you want an assessed ride, a refresher ride for current members, or just to meet up
with friends, then;




Arrive between 9-9.15am and register your name first, ready for a 9.30am start
Grab a bacon butty and/or a cup of tea
Get allocated an Observer for your assessed ride and off you go
Previously enrolled Associates to attend the “Meet the Examiner” or the theory
session before you set off on your observed ride.

Where?
King’s Oak Academy. Brook Road, (off Tennis Court Road), Warmley, Bristol BS15 4JT
When?
Every 1st Sunday of the month (except January)
Wonga?
It’s FREE on your first visit to a Super Sunday event. The Advanced Rider Training course costs
£149. There are offers available for individuals under 30 - sponsored by South Gloucestershire
Road Safety
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BRISTOL BIKE SHOW – SAT 19TH AUGUST
BAM will be representing IAM RoadSmart at this
annual event, so Mel is setting up a rota for
helpers through the day 8:15 to setup the kit,
then 9–4:30’ish in 1-2 hourly slots to help tell
people what we do and encourage to pop along
and find out more.
If you can help, please contact Mel via
melmacbike@yahoo.co.uk

LADIES BIKE FRESH EVENT - SAT 9TH SEPTEMBER*
This is the 2nd Year of “Bike Fresh” at Haynes Motor Museum at Sparkford, Somerset. A
motorcycle skills & networking day run by women for women & yes with the help of the ladies
of BAM!!!! Further details on page 7
Please contact Rachel at Rachel.Mahy@avonandsomerset.pnn.police.uk who will send you
relevant links closer to the time.

SOMERSET MOTOFEST – SAT/SUN 9TH/10TH SEPTEMBER*
If you fancy riding down with your partner but don’t fit the criteria for Bike Fresh, then pop
down the road to the Yeovilton Fleet Air Museum. Here Somerset Road Safety is having a
weekend called “SOMERSET MOTO FEST 2017”. This is a free event for all the family for all 2 &
4 wheels. There will be exhibitors/ demonstrations & a slow riding area.
Cheddar and Somerset advanced groups will be representing IAM RoadSmart and anyone
attending the Ladies Bike Fresh event at Haynes will also get an opportunity to ride across to
Yeovilton for observed rides on the Saturday.
Please contact Rachel at Rachel.Mahy@avonandsomerset.pnn.police.uk who will send you
relevant links. Further details on pages 30 and 31.
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*Even if you are going for a ride out that weekend, it’s a great place to have a halfway stop as
there are café facilities at both sites. Also both museums offer discounted entry fees to the
museums through the relevant event organisers.

KICKBACK FESTIVAL OF BIKES – SUN 24TH SEPTEMBER
Centaur Auditorium, Cheltenham Racecourse,
Gloucestershire
The Cheltenham Festival of Bikes returns to
the Cheltenham Racecourse once again on
Sunday 24th September 2017.
The doors open at 11.00am and close at
5.30pm.
Inside the Main Hall the Centaur Auditorium will be filled with the finest customised
motorcycles, cafe racers, rare classics and specials.
Visitors will also be able to enjoy browsing around all the trade stands and stores in the Main
Hall as well as up on the Balcony Area where there is also a licensed bar, restaurant and coffee
bar.
Advance tickets are on sale now, save 15% using the following link:
http://thecustomshow.com

BIKE NIGHTS FOR AN EVENINGS RIDE OUT
With the lighter nights and the better weather, why not try visiting one of the bike nights.
Tuesdays
Poole Quay from 6 p.m. April to Sept
Burnham on Sea from 6 p.m.
Wednesdays
Paignton Esplanade 6 p.m.-10 p.m. June to Sept
Thursdays
Weston Bike Night 6 p.m. – 9 p.m. May to Sept
If you know of any others for a group ride out one night then please let us know.
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ASSOCIATE– NICK JOHNSON

FREEWHEELERS RE-TEST

ASSOCIATE–TOM BULLIVANT

OBSERVER – JIM CAOLA

COLIN STONE

OBSERVER – ANDY BOULTON

PRESENTATION BY OBSERVER

PRESENTATION BY BILLY BURNS

PRESENTATION BY OBSERVER

ASSOCIATE – NICK EXARHEAS

ASSOCIATE – STEPHEN JERRAM

ASSOCIATE– THOMAS SAIN

OBSERVER – NICK CALVERT

OBSERVER – PAT McMANUS

OBSERVER – MAX BESEKE

PRESENTATION BY OBSERVER

PRESENTATION BY OBSERVER

PRESENTATION BY OBSERVER

ASSOCIATE– JAMES WALKERDINE

ASSOCIATE– THEO CRANMORE

LOCAL OBSERVER

OBSERVER – MIKE TREMBETH

OBSERVER – PAT McMANUS

RACHEL MAHY

PRESENTATION BY OBSERVER

PRESENTATION BY OBSERVER

PRESENTATION BY TIM WRIGHTON
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LOCAL OBSERVER
PAUL TRIFFITT
PRESENTATION BY TIM WRIGHTON

AMI ANDERSON CARL ANDERSON WAYNE BEARDSLEY GARY BUSH MARK CAREY
SARAH COX SUE DOBSON ANA GOMES ANDREW HARMSWORTH EDWARD HAZELDEAN
RICHARD HURDLE PHILIP JONES SAM LAM PAUL MARSHALL DARREN NASH
PAUL NIGHTINGALE GORDON OGDEN DARREN PACKER ROB PRESCOTT CHRIS SCOTT
EDWARD SHEPHARD LYNNE STIDDARD STEWART STUNT
NEW EXTERNAL FULL MEMBER
MAC McCARTHY
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T h e BIG Q u I z
TH

COALPIT HEATH SOCIAL EVENING 12 JULY 2017
We can’t always get a guest speaker each month, so on a few occasions we have had some fun
highway code test your knowledge..... so how would you get on with the following ?
Fill in the sign with the correct pictures/words......

No articulated vehicles

Priority to oncoming vehicles

No ‘U’ turns

Motorcycles to stay in lane
(and wait at tolls)
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General Questions: (answers in the next edition)
1. When can you use a hand-held mobile phone while driving?
Never
At any time
Only to call 999 or 112 in an emergency in which it is unsafe to stop
When you have a full and unrestricted driver's license
2.

You have arrived at the scene of an accident and someone is hurt. What is the first
thing you should do?
Remove the injured person from his or her car.
Make sure the scene is safe and call for help.
Offer the injured person food or drink.
Do all of the above.

3. You need to give first aid. What does the 'R' in the acronym DRABC stand for?
Resuscitate
Revive
Recover
Response
4. You are approaching a bend, but you are travelling too fast. When should you brake?
During the bend
After the bend
Before the bend
Not at all
5.

You see a large white triangle painted on the road before a junction. What does this
mean?
You must stop and give way at the junction.
You can drive straight through the junction.
You have priority at the junction.
You must give way to traffic on the main road at the junction

6.

You arrive at a pelican crossing with a central island. Should you treat this as one
crossing or two?
It depends on how much of a hurry you are in.
Treat it as two crossings.
Treat it as one crossing.
The choice is regulated by signs on the central island
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This ride was described as a gentle meander over the Mendips with stunning views. The
weather forecast was good with clear skies and maybe a shower later in the afternoon.
About 15 riders set off at 10am from McDonalds in Brislington with Alan Byrom leading and
Jenny Wills as tail end Charlie. I was on my 1972 Honda 250 K4 so a gentle meander was perfect
for this little bike. We headed out through Stockwood on to the A37 down to Chelwood and
turned right towards the Chew Valley lakes where we stopped briefly for Alan to make sure that
we were all still there. We continued on and my first drop off was for the left to go up Harptree
Hill. My bike suddenly stopped and wouldn’t restart but realised that I had knocked my kill
switch, (what a dipstick!) so a
reset and quick kick and I was off
again up the hill. At the top we
turned right and then right again
heading down into Blagdon
Village. The views on our descent
into the village were indeed
stunning, right across Blagdon
Lake and well beyond. We
turned left at the bottom and continued on then left again up to The Burrington Inn where we
stopped for coffee. Some felt that this stop was a tad early in the ride but I was happy to have a
more relaxing day. There were various notable aromas around as we were riding; the more
pleasant was the wild garlic growing along the edges of the roads and the least, manure!
On up Burrington Combe on the A3134, then right towards Charterhouse, then Shipham and
left towards Cheddar and up through Cheddar Gorge. There were plenty of cyclists out on the
roads, sometimes in packs causing a few holdups and quite a few older, interesting vehicles out
there too, a mixture of Rolls- Royces, rally cars, 3 wheelers etc. As I later found out it was the
Mendip Vintage and Classic Tour to Wells Cathedral. We turned right through Priddy to The
Hunters Lodge for lunch.
After recharging our batteries we went down through
Walcombe to Wells, onto Horrington Road, then right towards
Rocky Mountain Garden Centre. I’ll have to try this as a tea
stop sometime, looks nice. Made our way to Frome via Stoke
St Michael, following lanes through Chantry and Whatley. I
was completely lost until we got to Frome and stopped at the
Grain Barn. A few things happened at this tea stop in the
Market Place. A lady came up to me and said that she had
taken her test on a 250 K4 and I told her that I had done the
same on this bike. Then a young lad told us that his
BRISTOL ADVANCED MOTORCYCLISTS
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skateboarding friend had a birthday and……The Bristol Advanced Motorcyclists Choir was born
and sang Happy Birthday to young Charlie!
Finally whilst sitting on and admiring Tom’s Ducati Monster, he noticed that Jenny’s silencer on
her Triumph Street Triple was missing a nut on the rear bracket and the other bracket was loose
so lucky it didn’t come off. A little tightening on one offending bracket and then headed back to
Keynsham via Radstock, Clandown, Radford, Timsbury, Farmborough and Marksbury. By this
time the weather was closing in a bit and we
were being chased by thick clouds but by
the time we got into Keynsham the heavens
opened up and we were all soaked! Some of
us sheltered in the bus stop hoping it would
ease! Tom took a photo of us before he
rode home.
Thanks to Alan for organising some
interesting roads for us to ride and thanks
also to Jenny for keeping us together.
Written by: Carole Lockwood
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Ride out to Sammy Millers Motorcycle Museum
st

The group met up at McDonald’s at Brislington on Sunday 21 May for an early start to ride to
Sammy Miller’s with 18 bike and 2 pillion riders. Mike Collingwood led the ride.
After the routine briefing, with Tony Weeks volunteering as tail end charlie.
The ride made its way along the Keynsham bypass, through Saltford and carried on until we
turned off at the Globe just outside of Bath towards Newton St Looe where we all had a lovely
ride up the hills overlooking Bath in the sunshine.
Mike led the ride down to Warminster and Shaftsbury before turning off onto the B3081 and
up the zigzag hill to Cerne Abbas airfield where we stopped for a break in the sunshine.
Thankfully everyone navigated the tight bends despite having a camper van in the lead!
It was great watching the planes taking off and landing whilst enjoying our drinks in the
sunshine, and we even got to watch a young lady go for a wing walking flight.
Then it was back on the road
over the Spread Eagle with
stunning views across the
countryside before dropping
down through the trees and into
Blandford Forum, Wimborne,
through Ferndown and past Hurn
Airport until we reached
Christchurch. After negotiating
several awkward roundabouts,
without losing anybody, we
finally arrived at our destination
near New Milton. People either
went into the Museum before
having lunch sat outside in the
sunshine, or went in after lunch. Everybody enjoyed their food even if it was very busy and
service on the slow side.
Soon it was time to gather everybody up for the homeward ride. We stopped off at Cerne
Abbas airfield for a break on the way home, and again we were all sat outside in the sunshine
when another young lady went up for a wing walking flight. Several of the ladies in our group
decided they would be game for having a go but the guys declined the thought, perhaps it was
the £425 per 15 minutes that put them off!
Cerne Abbas is well worth a ride if you have a couple of hours to fill on a fine evening.
BRISTOL ADVANCED MOTORCYCLISTS
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After 30 minute break, it was off on the last homeward stretch of our ride out. Several riders
decided that they would drop off at various locations on the way home, whilst the rest
continued back to Brislington after an enjoyable ride out. Again excellent marking by everyone
so nobody went astray, and even though the traffic was quiet heavy in some places, everyone
made progress and enjoyed themselves.
It was a pretty long day but there is no point in going to Sammy Millers without taking the time
to have a good look around.

Are You Blogged Up?
Don’t forget we need blogs from you bloggers out there. Blogs?? Bloggers?? Is this new biking
terminology?
What is a Blog?
Blogs allow for reader engagement. Blogs are often included in social media because of the
ability for readers to comment and have a discussion with the blogger and others who read the
blog makes it social. So get on the BAM Facebook page and put some comments in, this
includes you Twitters and your tweets.

BristolAdvMC
Check out the website www.bamo.org.uk for blogs.
Any blogs for the website simply send them to editor@bam-members.org.uk

We’ve all gone raving tweeting, FB, BAMO blogging mad!!
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“My First Ride-out”
SUNDAY 11TH JUNE - RIDE LEADER JENNY WILLS

I was awake early Sunday morning after a sleepless night, partly in anticipation of my first
ride-out since passing the advanced test, but mainly due to the noisy overnight anglegrinding and pile-driving works at Parkway station (of course they always choose
weekends!).
The sky was clear blue at 7:00…and overcast by 8:30…flaming June!
Anticipating a 100 mile round-trip, I donned a neck warmer and set off round the ring road
for Brislington. One bearded gent passed me on a throbbing Harley, but peeled off towards
Kingswood - no sign of any other bikes. Did I have the right day? At the final set of lights two
bikes opposite were signalling left, and turned ahead of me towards MacDonald’s… there
would be at least three of us. Then, as the car park came into view, I could see more bikes,
burgers, coffees…this was it!
Ride (squadron) leader Jenny was instantly
identifiable in pink bib and clipboard. I assumed the
colour might be gender-specific until I noticed that
Peter was also wearing pink. As the regulars
emptied coffee cups and bladders, Jenny explained
the drop-off system for the benefit of the novices,
making sure to take down phone numbers just in
case. Our destination was the Airfield Café at
Compton Abbas – some 50 miles away just south of
Shaftesbury. I was pleased to see a range of ages,
profiles (yes, the bikes) and capacities (yes, the bikes), from Carol’s Guzzi V50, to some ‘90s
and early ‘00s plates, up to gleaming street/sports and tourers. There were 23 bikes in total,
and my 2006 CBF600 fitted in okay.
“Tally-Ho” was at 09:30, and Jenny led us off, politely but effectively delaying hungry car
occupants as we filed past and out of the drive-through. Confidence was high as we
negotiated the first mini-roundabout…and then, only fifty metres into our journey…the lights
turned red in front of ME! I watched helplessly as the Triumph in front disappearing past
Riders into deepest Somerset. Would they turn off the main road? Drop-off? Would I see
the marker? Would anyone ever speak to me if we got lost?
Eventually the lights changed and I resisted a huge temptation to catch up, as BAM training
kicked in and I throttled-back. The first couple of miles were the narrow, windy, and wet-inparts lane to Stockwood, with approaching cars appearing suddenly round tight bends and
waking us all up fully before we reached the built-up area. A right turn, and there was a
mini-roundabout junction…and our first marker bike - phew, we were still in touch! With a
nod, I continued straight ahead through the 20 mph zone, reaching several more markers on
the approach to the main road. Turning left onto the A37 it was a joy to accelerate to 40,
50…and, no not 60…it was a 50 mph limit. Okay, steady on…and then I spotted the Triumph
BRISTOL ADVANCED MOTORCYCLISTS
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and several other bikes ahead…the system was working
perfectly. This was going to be fun!
The route to Shepton Mallet was fairly direct, but we turned
off the main road and took some nice B roads, then headed
South-East. Near Gillingham, the recent rain meant there
was plenty of water in the Ford. Most of us opted for the
dry track to the left, although at least one bike (Peter I
think?) had gone through the water (that’s what GS’s are
made for after all). Some windy lanes with loose stones
made for some interesting riding, through some nice villages.
So many turn-offs. I know Jenny’s pretty brainy but I
wondered how she was able to remember all of this. I got
“dropped-off” myself a couple of times, and was picked up
by Peter after about 10 minutes. Being a novice, I sat on the bike for all of that time, but I
noticed that others were more relaxed (John in particular) and were happier to stretch their
legs.
Jenny had mentioned “Zig-Zag Hill” at the outset and as we arrived south of Shaftesbury, I
was excited at the prospect. It was obvious when we reached it - first or second gear, and
balance, to conquer the very tight bends and interesting cambers. All the bikes in front of
me took it in their stride, and I didn’t see anyone put a foot down! Once we got to the top,
the road opened out onto the western edge and hills of Cranborne Chase. On the final
stretch of about a mile before the Airport turning, I felt like Michael Dunlop on his last lap
over the TT mountain section (sorry…been watching too much ITV4), before the final turn
into the airport road.
I was expecting a flat field with a perhaps a small shack
and tea in a polystyrene cup. In fact, Compton Abbas
Airfield (SP5 5AP) is a real find - a bit of a mecca for
bikers and classic car enthusiasts as well as plane lovers.
The Café is more of a restaurant, serving a full range of
coffees, cakes, sandwiches and main meals. A bygone
era beckoned outside on the terrace, where we were
able to watch a clearly underpowered biplane (Tiger
Moth?) straining to get properly airborne. After hanging
precariously, it eventually gained height and circled the field. There was more
entertainment in store when our conversations were drowned out by a 1946 “US Marines”
Harvard Warbird (one of Compton’s own fleet), which was fired up and taxied ostentatiously
to be parked up to our right. According to the Compton webpage, it is “the next best thing
to flying a Spitfire”; the pilot certainly liked the sound of its Pratt & Whitney 9 cylinder radial
engine!
After about 50 minutes, fed and watered, we were ready for the return trip. One elderly
chap in the car park asked if any of us would swap our bike for a plane. Most of us
BRISTOL ADVANCED MOTORCYCLISTS
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responded with a resounding “No”. Petrolheads – Yes! Airheads – No! (with apologies,
especially to any old BMW twin riders). As we were mounting up, I noticed that Jenny was
focussing intently on the instrument panel of her speed triple. She was in fact setting the
SatNav and adjusting her helmet-mounted earpiece for the
return destination (sorry your secret’s out Jenny!) essential equipment for any organised ride I reckon. The
way back took us via Stourhead and along the A36 towards
Bath, again via some interesting side-routes with plenty of
varied fast and slow riding opportunities. We arrived back
at Waitrose in Keynsham by about 1:15.
This had been an excellent introduction to ride-outs for me.
An “uneventful trip” in the best possible way, with everyone
back in one piece, no breakdowns, and no-one missing in
action. Huge thanks to Jenny for all her preparation and
organisational skills that made for such a good trip and a
great way to spend a Sunday morning.
Written by Roy Pemberton
Images of the café, airfield and various aircraft are available at www.comptonabbasairfield.co.uk/
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BAM CALENDER 2017
AUGUST

SEPTEMBER

6
SUN

SUPER SUNDAY
Kings Oak Academy, Kingswood

3
SUN

SUPER SUNDAY
Kings Oak Academy, Kingswood

9
WED

BAM CLUB NIGHT – Coalpit Heath
Speaker suggestions required

9
SAT

BIKE FRESH – LADIES DAY
HAYNES MOTOR MUSEUM

13
SUN

CLUB RIDE OUT - RIDE LEADERS
RICHARD & CLARE HOLLOWAY

9/10
SA/SU

SOMERSET MOTOFEST – FREE!
FLEET AIR MUSEUM YEOVILTON

19
SAT

BRISTOL BIKE SHOW, CORN ST.

10
SUN

CLUB RIDE OUT
RIDE LEADER – TIM WRIGHTON

20
SUN

CLUB RIDE OUT
RIDE LEADER – SIMON WHITELOCK

13
WED

BAM CLUB NIGHT – Coalpit Heath

26
SAT

WORLDS LARGEST ALL FEMALE TRACK
PARADE - SILVERSTONE

17
SUN

CLUB RIDE OUT
RIDE LEADER – JOHN COOPER

MASTERING YOUR RIDE – SHAUN CRONIN

OCTOBER

NOVEMBER

8
SUN

SUPER SUNDAY
Kings Oak Academy, Kingswood

5
SUN

SUPER SUNDAY
Kings Oak Academy, Kingswood

8
SUN

CLUB RIDE OUT
RIDE LEADER – VOLUNTEER REQUIRED

8
WED

BAM CLUB NIGHT – Coalpit Heath
Speaker suggestions required

11
WED

BAM CLUB NIGHT – Coalpit Heath
Speaker suggestions required

15
SUN

CLUB RIDE OUT
RIDE LEADER – VOLUNTEER REQUIRED

20
FRI

DEADLINE FOR CHAIN-LINK ARTICLES
THIS IS YOUR MAGAZINE!

BAM CLUB NIGHTS
Coalpit Heath Village Hall
214 Badminton Road Bristol BS36 2QB
Arrive from 7.30pm

BREAKFAST CLUB BEGINS!

SUPER SUNDAYS
Kings Oak Academy
Brook Road, Kingswood Bristol BS15 4JT
Arrive between 9-9.15am

INFORMATION ABOUT THE ABOVE EVENTS WILL BE POSTED ON THE BAM FORUM AND EMAILS
WILL BE SENT TO CLUB MEMBERS – IDEAS FOR SPEAKERS ALWAYS REQUIRED
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AUGUST
5

BSB

Great Britain

Thruxton

6

MotoGP

Czech Republic

Automotodrom Bmo

13

MotoGP

Austria

Red Bull Ring - Spielberg

19

WSB

Germany

Lausitzring

19

BSB

Great Britain

Cadwell Park

27

MotoGP

Great Britain

Silverstone Circuit

SEPTEMBER
8

BSB

Great Britain

Silverstone Circuit

10

MotoGP

Italy

Misano World Circuit Marco Simoncelli

15

BSB

Great Britain

Oulton Park

16

WSB

Portugal

Portimao

24

MotoGP

Aragon

Motorland Aragon

29

BSB

Netherlands

Assen

30

WSB

France

Magny-Cours

OCTOBER
13

BSB

Great Britain

Brands Hatch

14

WSB

Spain

Jerez

15

MotoGP

Japan

Twin Ring Motegi

22

MotoGP

Australia

Phillip Island

29

MotoGP

Malaysia

Sepang International Circuit

NOVEMBER
3

WSB

Qatar

Losail

12

MotoGP

Comunitat Valenciana

Ricardo Tormo
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'Associates Group Ride'
th

Geoff Abraham (Rides Co-ordinator) led an ‘Associates-Only Group ride’ on Saturday 24 June.
The aim was to introduce associates to the ‘marker system’ exclusively used for all BAM rides.
It provides a simple effective way to mark the roads and junction to ensure all participants
successfully take the correct route and arrive at the planned destination!
A total of 7 curious associates congregated at the planned meeting point of Aspects Leisure
Park, Longwell Green, Bristol at around 9.00 am where they were met by Geoff, 3 other
Observers (John, Mike & Gordon) and ‘tail-end Charlie’ [AKA – ‘Tail-end Heidi.’ I am not sure
where this term comes from (answers on a post card please!) from but if you think ‘leisurely
trailing behind at the back .... Think again!!’]
After a through ride brief
(reading from the BAM prompt
sheet!!!), an introduction to the
‘marker system’ and the
expected conduct within the
group, Geoff led off up the A420
towards Chippenham. Turning
left towards the M4 he led a
progressive ride along the
inviting roads of the A46 in
South Gloucestershire – through
Nailsworth and around Stroud.
The group went on to enjoy the
narrow winding roads of the
Slad Valley – and after a couple
of small minor unplanned
detours (!), stopped take in the
views of the Severn Valley at the
top of Birdlip Hill.
Sadly the planned lunch stop
(the ‘cafe on the corner’ in
Bourton-on-the-Water)
was
closed for refurbishment. This
meant the group had to split up
for lunch – with smaller groups
taking in the atmosphere within
a number of quirky cafe’s
around the village.
After lunch, the return ride took
us back across the Cotswolds,
through Cirencester and Tetbury to end at Junction 18 of the M4 around 2.30pm.
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General feedback from those who attended was positive – with all stating they felt “more
confident in riding in larger groups and using the marker system.” This taster certainly whetted
the appetite – with many asking for further opportunities later in the year.

If you are new to BAM and would be interested in taking part in an ‘Associates Only ride’, please
register your interest with Geoff (rides@BAM-members.org.uk). Given enough interest, there is
a possibility of a further opportunity in October. We look forward to seeing you there!!
Best wishes
‘Tail-end Heidi’
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GWAAC Ride 4 Life - Sun 9th July 2017
Wow, we were so lucky with the weather today, despite the Castle Combe event being on we
nd
still had over 300 riders on bikes of all makes, models, shapes, sizes, turn up for the 2 Ride 4
Life event to raise funds for the Great Western Air Ambulance Charity.
The venue was Clifton rugby club and thanks to Tony and Mike who helped ferry the BAM kit to
the site that allowed us to promote IAM RoadSmart and encouraging 18 people to show
interest in popping along to a BAM Super Sunday. Great work by all those who manned the
stand.

Mel had organised the 50 mile route and
arranged nearly 40 marshalls to help from all
the neighbouring groups with lots of BAM and
Freewheelers, plus Severn & Cheddar IAM
groups, Great Western Harley chapter, with two
following paramedic bikes to complete the
entourage.
We all had special orange hi viz and it looked
brilliant as we all set off like a big orange snake
until the marshalls got dropped off one by one
as we headed through Bristol, over the Clifton
suspension bridge and onto a route around
Chew Valley and Blagdon lakes before arriving back at Clifton for the afternoon music and
activities including a much appreciated landing by the helicopter itself.
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The day raised over £5000, the equivalent of three lifesaving missions in the helicopter so HUGE
thank you to everyone who supported the day .... look forward to next year’s event.
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Great Western Air Ambulance Charity Talk
at Coalpit Heath on 14th June 2017
Last year the GWAA did 1735 missions, each with a Doctor, Paramedic and of course a pilot on
board.
The team attend the most serious incidents
which could be an RTC, a medical trauma, a
cardiac arrest or a serious sports injury.
They cover a large area with a population
of 2.1 million people whom they are able to
reach within 20 minutes.
The helicopter is an EC-135 model and has
5 seats that allow the three medical team
plus a parent if a child is being carried, and
a trainee. It takes 4 minutes to get up in
the air and can travel at 180 mph. It
currently flies between 7am to 7pm
(subject to weather) and they also have a
critical care car that operates from 1pm to 1am. This is used for example in Bristol city centre
when quicker to get there by car than fire up the helicopter and risk not having anywhere to
land near the incident.
Pilots have to have a minimum of 2000 flying hours before can be an air ambulance pilot.
Critical care paramedics (CCPs) also get involved in the navigation and landing in addition to
their paramedic duties. Doctors could be surgeons, A&E consultants, anaesthetists who all
volunteer their time to be on board.
The GWAAC need to raise £2.6m each year to run their
operation. It costs approx. £2000 for each lifesaving
mission, this equates to £15 per minute of flying time.
On average they attend 4 missions each day.
The helicopter and crew carry a lot of essential
equipment that you would find in an A&E department to
give any patient the critical care they need in that first
golden hour.
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Since Aug 2016 the helicopter has been carrying
blood on board that enables the doctor and CCPs
to give blood transfusions at the roadside. The
blood is delivered by Freewheelers EVS the local
blood bike charity for whom many BAM riders
volunteer their time.
The team now also carry FFP (fresh frozen
plasma) on board to broaden the type of care
they can provide at the scene.
For us as motorcyclists, the team attended 67 motorcycle related incidents last year – so it’s
great to know they are there to support us, but hopefully we will be lucky enough to never need
their services!
th

The GWAAC Ride 4 Life event took place on July 9 to help raise funds and many BAM members
helped to organise and marshal the event in the matching orange hi viz of the paramedics. See
separate write up.
th

th

You can also get a close look at the helicopter at this year’s balloon fiesta on 10 -13 August as
they are the sponsored charity for the year and will have a helicopter available all day to have a
peek around.
A very interesting talk and lots of questions on the night.

BristolAdvMC
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Some pictures taken during the GWAA Charity
Ride – Mobile!
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Some useful contacts
POSTION

EMAIL ADDRESS

NAME

TELEPHONE

Chair

chair@bam-members.org.uk

Billy Burns

0117 957 2653

Sue Nolan

0117 952 5170

Mel Rowbottom

07918 603191

Alan Davis

01275 372 637

Tim Wrighton

0771 434 5634

John Crawford

0117 960 8247

Mike Trembeth

07867 672056

Secretary
Treasurer
Group Membership
Chief Observer
Leader Observer Team B
Leader Observer Team C

secretary@bammembers.org.uk
treasurer@bammembers.org.uk
membership@bammembers.org.uk
chiefobserver@bammembers.org.uk
b-teamleader@bammembers.org.uk
c-teamleader@bammembers.org.uk

Group Rides Co-ordinator

rides@bam-members.org.uk

Geoff Abraham

07870 702088

Chain Link Editor

editor@bam-members.org.uk

Tony Batty

07824 847767

Events Co-ordinator

Events@bam-members.org.uk

VOLUNTEER REQD

In addition to the above team there are others who assist in the running of BAM. We
are totally reliant on volunteers and we are always looking for more!
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Kessi’s Kapers
Hello my biker buddies, wow what a busy season we have had so far –
lots of ride outs and trips away and helping at special events.
I have managed to get to the Lake District, Dawlish, Dorset, took part in
the GWAAC charity ride, plus helped at Super Sundays.

By the time you read this I would already have taken part in the PINK run as part of Calne bike
show, then looking forward to the Moto GP at Silverstone as there is a world record attempt for
the most female riders on a race track...how could I resist getting involved with that ! Plus the
Motofest and Bike fresh days in September and plenty more ride outs so going to a busy
muppet.
Here are some photos from my trips so far to give you an idea of the fun we have in the club.
Lake District kindly organised by Pete Michael (who loves me really  ) and routes by Al Budden
staying in the very well hidden Shap wells hotel in the middle of Penrith.
I will do a more detailed write up for the next edition.
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Our first day we did a 170 mile route that ended up looking a bit like Casper the ghost and my
poor not so pink puddy paws needed to recuperate.

On the recent Dorset weekend we stayed in the lovely Bryanston Cottage which had a great
setting for the group evening meal and some friendly woodland features I had to say hello to.

There were two ride outs on the Saturday that explored the Dorset area so more in the next
edition. After all these trips I think another bath may be required as my pink fur is now more
shades of grey, Squeak !

Kessi
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BAM members also attended the annual IFRD event at Riders back in May when Mel showed all
the ladies there the techniqes for lifting up a bike whilst lots of rideouts to the venue had taken
place with the promise of tea and cake...say no more 

With Christmas only 20
weeks away don’t forget
that special gift and order
the new range of IAM
RoadSmart clothing at
Super Sundays or the
Coalpit Heath meetings
Speak to Mel or through
contacts on page 39.
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